African Wildlife

UNITY IS
STRENGTH

PERFECT
DISGUISE

Special fur patterns help
animals blend in
so they don't attract
too much attention.

Many Afric
an animals
unite in big
herds
to be safe
against
predators
.

A grown RHINO
weighs as much as

WILD TABLE
MANNERS

ELEPHANTS use
their trunk as cutlery.
They eat 330 - 440 lbs
of food each day.

up to almost
8,000 lbs
The LEOPARD
is making use of this.
He crouches,
hidden in the leaves,
as he waits for his prey.

When born,
HIPPOS weigh more
than 10x
as much as
a human baby.

up to
121 lbs
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Cumul ative
power:
With 50 to
500 animal
s,
a herd of W
ATER BUFFA
LOS
even scare
s lions awa
y!

ANIMAL Facts

Aiming high!

up to
8.2 ft
Attention,
snake
to the left!
ZEBRAS recognize each other
from their unique stripes.

With their long neck,
GIRAFFES are able to reach
even leaves in the treetops.

That's
Michael,
clearly!

Even MEERKATS fear predators.
A guard keeps an eye
on their surroundings
all of the time.

In 1980, there was a white Zebra
in the PLAYMOBIL Color line.
It got its stripes when painted
with special pens.
ELEPHANTS are very social and help each other.
The whole group looks after the young.

Mom

WARTHOGS sit on
their knees while
feeding. That's
uncomfortable,
but closer
to the food!

Aunt

Big Brother

The PLAYMOBIL WILDEBEEST
is wearing fashionable
stripes, too.

CROCODILES lurk beneath
the water surface.
If an animal comes near,
they drag it underwater.

Trendy in pink:
FLAMINGOS like
to eat crustaceans.
That's what makes
their feathers turn pink.

SKILLED
HUNTERS

Predators invent all kinds
of tricks when hunting.

SOPHISTICATED

Among LIONS, the females
are responsible for HUNTING,
WHILE THE males watch over
the territory and the young.

CHIMPS are
quite smart!
They use
stones or
little sticks
as tools
to reach
their food.

In 1979, this ruler of the
animal kingdon was the first
wild animal produced in the
history of PLAYMOBIL.

The first PLAYMOBIL chimp
was born in 1984. Remaining
unchanged until today, he comes out
of the machine as one piece,
fully movable!

